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Nayapalli Pallavi
An Urban Village Development Project
in Nayapalli, Bhubaneswar, Odisha, India
Nayapalli Pallavi could mean a dance on the Nayapalli tune, or Nayapalli’s development and blossoming. But as 
the Odishan dance type pallavi starts with a small, simple theme and elaborates it to finish in great complexity, this 
project started with an already big and complex theme – and ended up small and in a way simple. From wanting to 
do something for “Indian women”, it turned into a small and specific proposal for development of the urban village 
centre of Nayapalli, and a hope to help it bloom.
Starting very general, I ended up working in a very particular and unrepresentative context of paradox relations. 
Initially wanting to do something for women, I found myself trying to solve the problems of the Nayapalli men.



The early tentatively aim was a thought to somehow ameliorate “Women’ 
Conditions” in Odisha, India – a ridiculously complex and overwhelming 
undertaking. These are some facts and illustrations from my research 
on site. However, in many fields the situation is improving, partly by 
governmental and NGO initiatives, and neither answers nor questions are 
sometimes what one thinks.

Sources: Surinder Khanna, Violence against Women and Human rigths (New Delhi, 2009), Vani Prabhakar, Gender violence, Women victims in a man’s world (New Delhi, 2012)
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they like it, apply for money? 
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school but no work, no possibility 
to study and an unclear future.
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The Specific Nayapalli Problems and Paradox

 

Vocational         Inside + Outside Nayapalli          Brings in visitors          Serves some (many?)          Women (mostly)         Daytime          Generates income

A place to sew could enable vocational training and employment for some, 
probably women, and thus generate an income. A mechanical workshop 
could give a similar result, but would probably mainly attract men instead. 
Besides being important to have a job, it may keep some of the men sober. Th e 
workshop could also attract outside customers, just as the sewing room.

Sewing Room

 

Vocational         Outside Nayapalli          Brings in visitors          Serves many          Men (and women?)        Daytime and evening         Generates income

A restaurant serving fast food, possibly based on urban agriculture on site, 
could give jobs and income. It may serve as a model for slum communities and 
attract outside visitors.

Fastfood and 
urban agriculture

 

Leisure (a few employed)          Nayapalli community           Serves many          Men, women and children        Daytime (and evenings?)          Social        Subsidised (or pay for?)

Bath House

 

Leisure          Nayapalli community          Serves many          Men, women and children          Evenings          Social          Subsidised

Outdoor Cinema

 

Leisure          Nayapalli community          Serves many          Women and children          Daytime          Social          Subsidised

Playing pond

 

Educational          Reducing household work          Nayapalli community           Serves many          Women and youngsters          Daytime (and evenings?)          Social        Subsidised (or pay for?)

Laundry Library 
and Internet café
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Vocational           Reducing household work          Inside + outside Nayapalli          Brings in visitors          Brings the community out         Serves many          Women and youngsters          Generates income
Nayapalli Pallavi  Edith Humble 2014  KTH Studio#6  Leif Brodersen Teres Selberg

Nayapalli Launderette
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The second proposed building in the area is a launderette. It is merely a theoretical addition, with the ambition 
to come up with a program that would benefit both women and youngsters, save some from unemployment and 
increase the quality of life for the inhabitants of Nayapalli. It will not cure alcoholism, but perhaps it can provide some 
people possibilities to support their families. Maybe it can relieve some women from long hours of hand washing and 
give them time to do something they find more interesting. Maybe it can give some repute to the area, and make the 
residents proud of it. 

The annual average insola  on in Odisha 
is 4.7 kWh/m /day, which means solar 
panels on the roof will give enough 
energy to run nine washing machines 
an hour, and the rinsing water let out 
is enough for li  ing the clothes up two 
 oors for hanging them to dry.

Run by renewable energy

Laundry

Washing clothes by hand is both  me-consuming and cumbersome, and the washing machine is o  en pointed out as the most important inven  on for women’s eman-
cipa  on. In India the washing machines are scarce. All over the county roofs and terraces are used for hanging laundry to dry in the heat and the wind. In Nayapalli the 
football team’s new-washed blue kit o  en hang on the roo  op of the old community centre, represen  ng the pride of the community and the hopes of the mothers of 
these young boys. 

South facade 1:50Section C-C 1:50

The Launderette seen from the tiny temple and the holy tree

The Launderette and the Community centre seen from the newly paved square. Ground floor 1:50 - The washing machines and bicycle for delivery First floor 1:50 - Ironing and folding

Second floor 1:50 - Hanging to dry

Loading machines, 
hanging to dry, 
ironing, folding
4-5 people

Administration
1-2 people

Mecanic
1-2 people

Laundry collection 
and delivery
3-4 people

Nayapalli community and outside launderette users

The community laundere  e and delivery service

For the community there will be a booking system for the laundere  e, and outside customers can use the delivery service. Some employees can collect laundry by bicycle from a 
wider neighbourhood, while others will be responsible for loading the washing machines on the ground  oor, hanging the laundry to dry at the top  oor and do the ironing and 
folding on the middle  oor, before it can be delivered to the customer clean and folded. A couple of mechanics to repair bikes and washing machine could be employed as well, as a 
person in charge of the bookings at the counter. Thus, the laundre  e will employ people, generate income, and relieve women from  me-consuming washing. 

The assignments at the laundre  e will probably ini  ally be segregated by gender due to strong cultural in  uences. However, in  me this may become less strict, and both men and 
women can work side by side at a laundere  e. Mahila Milan may provide the necessary loans to get it started.

“Fluff’n fold” service and delivery to outside customers

Nayapalli community and outside users

Possible employees
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